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Chapter 3 - My Farm Is Very Expensive 

Su Ming's smile was faint. “Had I revealed my wealth earlier, would you have 
confessed to me about carrying another man's child?” 

Wang Xue was taken aback, her complexion instantly draining. “How did you 
find out?” 

Before Wang Xue could complete her sentence, Su Ming's hand struck across 
her face forcefully. “This slap is for your deception!” 

Lee Cuihua also stood shocked. 

When did Su Ming uncover the truth? 

Su Ming's palm connected hard with Lee Cuihua's cheek too. “This slap is for 
your disdain toward my parents and their hundred-thousand-yuan investment 
in renovation and appliances!” 

“Wang Xue, I will never be with an unscrupulous woman like you! You aimed 
to get rich through marriage. Only a fool would fall into your scheme!” 

Su Ming swung open the door and departed. 

Lee Cuihua and Wang Xue were left staring at each other, a sense of deep 
regret settling in. 

“Congratulations, Host, for completing the mission!” 

“Activate the farm system!” 

“You have automatically received the system reward. Two acres of farm have 
been issued!” 

“The farm is located on the south side of the Guoxing Building!” 

Wait! 

“This place is the city center!” 

Eastsea City was situated by the sea, boasting a thriving economy that 
earned it the status of a first-tier city. 

The heart of the city was exceedingly pricey. 

Could the System truly possess such immense power? 



Having conducted business discussions at Guoxing Building previously, Su 
Ming possessed a vague grasp of it. 

The villa enclave at the city's core commanded a staggering 250,000 yuan per 
square meter. 

Rent for commercial space in the mall reached an astonishing 120,000 yuan 
per square meter. 

Even residential neighborhoods situated three kilometers from Guoxing 
Building demanded 60,000 yuan per square meter! 

And these prices solely pertained to housing. 

The cost of the land was even more exorbitant. 

Su Ming didn't believe it. 

Suddenly, a large book appeared in Su Ming's hand. 

Land title deed! 

Su Ming sat on the edge of the flowerbed by the side of the road and hurriedly 
flipped open the large book. 

The location and area of his farm were clearly recorded in the book. 

Su Ming's name was written on the owner's column. 

“Too amazing!” 

Su Ming laughed. 

“The shop can recycle all farm products. The Host will receive different 
rewards!” 

“The farm will greatly shorten the growing time of the crops!” 

“Special items will be hidden! Only the Host can see them!” 

Farmer: Su Ming 

Level: LV1 

Experience: 0 / 100 

Farm: Level One 

A series of notifications offered Su Ming a general sense of the situation. 

If the System could recycle crops, it should also grant him rewards. 



Su Ming had full faith that the System's produce would be of the utmost 
quality! 

With this in mind, Su Ming felt an irresistible urge to pay a visit. 

Battling his excitement, Su Ming hailed a taxi and made his way to the city 
center. 

“To Guoxing Building, please,” he requested. 

The taxi driver was remarkably enthusiastic: “I really envy you folks. You must 
be making around fifty or sixty thousand yuan a month there, right?” 

 


